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Wednesday, October 18,1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

UN Gift Shop Asks
Volunteers to Work
Volunteers are needed to help
wait on customers at the United
Nations gift shop in Old Town.
The shop serves as a center of
information for the United Nations and as a film center and
library for UN materials, which
a1·e lent without charge to schools
and civic groups.
Anyone who is interested in
working at the shop at any time
may call 243-4950, The shop is
located at 1919 Old Town Road,
NW.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1B2B
Childrens' Books
Bargains

B9 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

IT'S HERE!

Fulbright Program

50 Lectureships
Open for '68.169
An oportunity fo1· American
educators to lecture abroad or for
foreign scholars to speak in this
area is offered by the UNM Fulbright adviser.
Gerald Slavin, whose office at
1717 Roma NE, has the latest information on U.S. government
educational exchanges.
He is announcing 50 lectureships still available for 1968-69
at schools in Europe, Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and Latin America. Also available are the names
of 43 senior foreign Fulbright
Scholars presently associated
with schools in this country. They
are available for occasional lectures as are 25 senior Fulbright
scholars.
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A "MOURNING TEA" for all wives of UNM students and faculty
members whose husbands are buried in their books will be held Sunday, Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. at Fedral Savings and Loan, 423 Qopper Ave.
NW. Norma Manson of Sears will show a fashion film and talk on the
latest. styles. All wives of students and faculty members are invited.
For more information call Susan Perez at 242-8707.
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Eight: Campus Groups

WANT ADS

File Expe~se Reporl:s

LOST
LOST: Men's black wallet between chemistry bldg. and College Inn. Reward offered. Call 247-2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 100% human hair hand tied
falL Very close to blonde. Excellent COD•
dltlon. Make offer. Phone 255-4207 after
5 p.m. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
1960 SUNBEAM .ALPINE roadster. New
top, interior, and paint. Complete engine overhaul, also transmission. Two
new tires, wlre wheels. After 6 p.m.
call 255-8474. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
LOVELY white brick front home. 8 bd.
rm., dining room, 1 baths, den, Near
freeways, 15 min. to Unlv. Many eX•
traa. w/w carpets, drapes, heated overalze 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back aprinklerll. Listed at FHA
appraisal Owner leaving N. Mex. Call
299·5865. 10/18 contd.

*

HELP WANTED

•

l

WANTED: Reliable man to run dishwaaher at CHAR-BROIL STEAK
HOUSE, Mon.-Fri. 9 :30 a.m.-2 p,m,
$1.25 per hour plus meals. Permanent
iob, begin immediately. Ken Harden
I
256·7020 or come by 5515 Central Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thru
10/20.
:,;, _...:.,,;.;__R_O_O_M_&_B_O_AR_D_ _ __
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:Cy 'WAYNE CIDDIO

Eight of about 30 campus organizations and students government agencies have submitted
line-item budgets of expenditures
for October to the Student Senate Finance Committee, Finance
Committee Chairman Coleman
Travelstead said yesterday.
Campus organizations and student government agencies on the
Associated Students budget are
required to submit a report of expenditures to the Finance Committee on the fifteenth of each
month.
"We were quite upset about it
because it is now Oct. 17 and we
have received reports from only 8
of about 30 organizations and
agencies," Travelstead said.
"Organizations will be notified
again. This will be the third time
we have notified them," he said.
"The Finance Committee is presently working with Attorney
General Ira Robinson to deter•
mine our stand with these organ-

NEW HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

izations. We are consit!el'ing u,e
possibility of issuing an injunction against organizations that
have not complied with the rule,"
Travelstead said.
"Under the present law, we feel
that we can prosecute these organizations, but we are working
on an amendment now that will
give the attorney general full
power of prosecution," he said.
Although the law has been in
effect since late last year, Travelstead said, "This is the first time
we have really tried to enforce

Ph 268·4508

SAT. EVE.• OCT. 21-8:15 P.M.
Admission - Downstairs 3.50, Bale. 2.50
Students - Downstairs 2.50, Bale. 2.00
Bax Office Open 9:00-5:00 Mon. thru Fri.
Tel. 277-3121

Coin Operated - Self Service

SERVICES

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. I! we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples nrtd list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift ShoiJ, 4SD9
E .. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
DEL NORTE '67 GRADS--DN HOME·
COMING to be held on Nov. 10. Dona•
tions being taken for Queen's . gilt. Sec
RoY Reitli, Doug Champlin, Steve Tl·
tone, Toin Mnrrlngton.

Albuquerque, 320 Wyoming Blvd. S.E., 2504 Broadway S.E.,
Bridge and Isleta, Candelaria and Eclith
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amorous song, ubewitched, bothered, and bewildered," apply to a
UNM Zombie. As time marches
on, the trance-like state becomes
yearly more marked. Perhaps as
the Zombie population increases
administrators will devise trolleys for students' more efficient
perambulation.
As though the Zombie states
were not sufficient, an academic
pressure cooker ha:s been devised
to dispell any glimmering of consciousness. Each conductor of a
class at UNM is required to treat
those taking his course as though
(Continued on page 8)
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8 File Pe
ns
In Senate Race
By WAYNE CIDDIO
McAdams was elected to the
Eight candidates will compete Supervisory Board at the NSA
for four Student Senate seats in Congress in College Park, Md.,
a special election on Monday, this summer. McAdams is one of
Oct. 23, Student Senate Elections ten students from across the naCommi;ttee Chairman Kathleen tion on the Board and is the
I
Rail announced last night at the representative for the Far West
region.
Student Senate meeting .
Candidates are Dan Armstrong,
McAdams plans to visit univerJoAnne Hisey, Marilyn Miller, sities in Denver, Utah, Oregon,
Marla Mortenson, Ross Perkal, Washington, and California, to
Suzanne Ralls, Ray Schowers, exchange ideas and discuss proband Butch Witcher.
lems with student representatives
Voting· will be in the Union from eMh institution.
from 8 a.m. to 5' p.m. Monday.
NSA Coordinator Steve Black
Three voting machines will be set told Senators that his office is
up in the Activities <Jenter.
currently working on student dis-.
Lobby Bill Presented
counts, student travel, and stu~·
The four vacancies were creat- dent government information.
Union Program Directorate, ·are an established
UNM STUDENTS taking a mid-week break
ed
when John Thorson, Phil Kreh- Trips Planned
UNM institution devoted to the fine art of kissing
from studies last night danced to the sound of
biel, Gene Carlson, and Bob Mcoff work, eyeing bods and clothes, and making the
The Frantics, billed as a nationally recognized
Black cited a trip to the 1968
George resigned their posts.· Senall-important contact with members of the opmusical group, at the Wednesday night dance in
Olympic
Games in Mexico City
ators elected Monday will be in and a summer
the Union Ballroom. The dances, sponsored by the
posite sex. (Photo by Pawley).
in Europe as possioffice until December.
ble
projects
to
Senator Ron Curry presented a NSA this year; be undertaken by
• bill calling for the establishment
Legislative Counsel H a r o 1d
of a student lobby at the state
Lavender,
Jr., reported that the
legislature in Santa Fe. The bill
By GREG MaeALEESE
Instead I saw ordinary students was referred to the Steering Com- gross income from Homecoming
hies when I go down there. Then
1967 was $47,000 with approxiwearing button-down shirts and mittee for study.
To most UNM students, the they don't bother me.''
mately $10,000 in expenses.
In
other
Student
Senate
action,
jeans.
A
few
women
were
seen
Union Games Area is a no-man's
I listened carefully to the
An act amending Student Senland.
friendly advice of my two ac- around the pool tables. Most of an act allocating $400 to the Naate
bylaws was referred to the
tional
Student
Association
fund
them
were
near
the
juke
box
in
"I'm afraid to go down there," quaintances and today-in a moa friend of mine said recently. "I ment of rare, raw courage-I des- the Lobo Room, a place designed, for the travel expenses of Nation- Steering Committee, and bills almean, it sounds like a battlefield, cended into that pit of so-called I found out, for people to meet al Supervisory Board member locating $450 for acitvity stickJim McAdams was given a do- ers and $1107.50 to the tete-lec. with the blare of that jukebox and sin. It was not what I e~pected; and eat.
pass
recommendation and refer- ture series at the Alert Center
I
must
have
looked
like
some
the crash of those billiard balls.''
I had imagined that the Games
red
to
President Thorson for ap- were referred to the Finance
country
hick,
standing
by
the
Another said, "The noise I can Area would be a dingy, smokeproval.
Committee.
stairs
gawking,
for
one
of
the
take, those pool players I can't filled 1·oom, replete with men in
men
sitting
by
a
pool
table
got
up
When I go into that place, I can dark, pin-striped suits and bright
feel their stares in my back. I pink shirts: hustlel'S, Beside them, and walked over to .J.lle•.~ •,.
"You
he
aSked'with
think they're estimating the price I envisioned, would be their wo. new her,&?"
.
..,
... ;, ...... :
.. / ·
of my clothes to see whether they men; shady women, wea1ing a grin
~·
Oh no, well, . • • :r.- J)lean Y.l!'9·
should try to entice me into a bright red lipstick and tight
You see, I~ve''never lreen down/'
game. So I wear nothing but gt•ub- skirts.
here befor~."
~·
His ey~s · · seemed to widen;·
Was First to Solo
"Really? That's great ... I mean; ·
too bad. Never. been down her.e
before, huh? Well, lookit, you
look like a pretty''"llipe guy, 1'ni
gonna tell you a few.·thirtirs about
this place, okay?"
·
"Would you really? That would
World-rennowned flamenco gui· strings of his guitar but it is the be awfully kind of you," I said
tarist Cai'los Montoya will per- fire of his imaginative interpreta- happily.
form at the Concert Hall Satur- tions that l'aise his flamenco music
"First of all, do you play any
day night nt 8:15.
to the level of genius," a I'eview -pool? See these. guys over there?
The first flamenco guitarist in. the St. Louis Globe-Democrat The one who'ii'putting that money
ever to dare to display his artis- sa1d.
(Continued on page 8)
tt•y in a solo concert, Montoya
Montoya, unable to read a note
has been hailed by aficionados of music, creates as he plays.
everywhere as one of the truly What he plays are all his own JIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!Ir
great masters of our time.
Mancini-Williams
uMontoya plays his guitar with art·angements and original compositions,
based
on
the
Spanish
Tickets
are now on sale for
head, hands and heart , . . both
gypsy
tradition.
These
arrangethe
Henry
Mancini-Andy Wilhands perform miracels on the
ments never sound the same twice
liams show scheduled for Wed-they always teflect Montoya's
nesday, Nov. 8, at University
Thunderbird
mood.
Arena. Tickets are priced at
$6, $5, and $3 for the public
As Montoya himself says,
The fall issue of the Thunderand
$1 oil in each ~rice class
bird, UNM literary magazine, "Flamenco must come .from the
JIM McADAMS, western regional representative to tlie National
for
students.
They are being
heart.u
will be distt•ibuted today. Students
Student Association Supervisory Board and past ASUNM vice·presi·
sold at the Fine Arts box office,
may pick up a free copy of the
All seats for the concert are
dent, is shown at a Student Senate meeting last night when he
directly
opposite the Concert
magazine at the Union eloak· tesetved. Prices are $3.50 for the
received $400 for travel expenses as a board member. M,cAdams plans
Hall box office in front of the
room by presenting their I.D. orchestra section, $2.50 for the
to visit universities in Denver, Utah, Oregon, Washington, and Cali·
cards. Non-students will be chatg· balcony. Student rates are $2.50 · Fine Arts Certtcr.
tornia. He was elected to the Supervisory Board at the NSA Congress
ed 50 cents.
and $2 respectively.
in
College Park, Md., this summer. (Photo by Pawley),
llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf

Games Area Can Fool a Guy

.
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LOWERS THE AX ON THE

Today one might say ua professor is one who, failing' to develop an original thought, has
been awarded a license to commit
unabashed mayhem on the green
minds of students.''
Surviving the first semester of
college requires a masochistic
counterpart to professorial sadism. A student beyond the freshman level resembles a Zombie.
Did I say resembles? No, he is a
Zombie-one ubrought to a state
of trancelike animation and made
to obey the commands of the person exercising the power."
The words of a once-popular

EXICO

I

TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
mnkes. 20 t>crecnt discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday, E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0GSS.
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Drive In and See!

,._

Q fD

and the Cultural Program CommiHee
of Associated Students
Proudly Present

HIGH PRICE OF GASOLINE

SHOWS

EW

\} ''ll \11 o. 2..0

CONCERT HALL

Dames Club

THE COLLEGE INN still hliB liome accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swim•
mlng pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE, PhOne
243-2881.

Students who survive the first
year or two of college without
succumbing to mental derange- ·
ments suddenly develop the impermeability of alligator hide,
often referred to as protective
insulation.
Student insulation is a transparent and precarious callousness
that gives some immunity to the
plague of sarcastic sadism known
as a college instructor. In a previous era a professor was defined
as 11 one who tells young people
how to solve the problems of life
which he himself has avoided by
becoming a professor."

Uv\ ~Q \i\)

Albuquerque, New Mexico

315 San Pedro N.E.

the naval impressment officer's
·effectiveness.
Aside from perpetuating their
jobs and attending to the rituals
of the academic priesthood, college administrators too often view
their function as that of supervising at a respectful distance an
automated sausage-packing plant.
The number of partially stuffed
sausages reaching the end of the
assembly line would be far smaller but for draft deferments and
the need for a college degree to
compete in the labor market.
Even so, the attrition rate is
high.

37'6,"1'6q

LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO

it."

Kappa chapter of the UNM
Dames Club will meet Thursday,
Oct. 19, at 7:30 .p.m. in room 231C
of the Union. The guest speakr
will be Dr. Rhoads, a member of
the Cancer Society. All wives of
students and faculty members are
invited.

"Life in a Press11re Cooker'' is
the·subject of The Forum, schedllled foF 3 p.m. Thursday in the
Union. Ballroom. Ken Peterson
vice-president of The For11m, dis:
cusse$ the academic, intellectual,
and social pressures and demands
on coUeg& students.
· By KEN PETERSON
It is appropriate to say that
students, like Israel, have many
problems. They weep for their
fallen ·psyches and they lament
their· children's future. The administrators of today's universities make skillfull use of the
salesman's optimistic suavity and

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

There are more people affiicated
with arthritis than all other
forms of diseases combined. For
the facts, write Facts, P. 0. Box
8022, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87108. A service of your Arthritis
Foundation.

listen to KUNM
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jlne ad., 65~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be subm1tted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Buildin~r, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE ••• Featuring
"PosiTorque". Change from Street Gearing to
Trail Gearing without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.

U~s Pressure Cooker Turns Out Zombies·

"-

Flamenco Guitarist Carlos Montoya
To Appear in Concert Hall Saturday
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Garo Antreasian

·tittle Agreement. Reached
On World Education· Crisis

,,

U. Professor of Art Wins
International .· ·Recog.niti.on.
Garo Antreasian, UNM professor of art, is receiving international recognition for his work as
a lithographer and painter.
One of his prints, "Eagles," is
currently showing in somdia, as
part of a traveling exhibition in
Africa. The exhibition was pre. pared for circulation by the U.S.
Information Agency.
Antreasian's first print, New
Mexico I, completed after coming
to UNM in 1964 is on the "Grand
Tour" of Europe in a similar exhibit. The print will be on display
at many American Embassies,
A collection of works being

shown in Monrovia, capitol .()f
Liberia, Africa, includes .Antr!:lasian's "View," a colored .. 'lithograph.
Another copy of "New Mexie~"
is included in an exhibitj..Qn.. l;>Y
Ameriacn printmakers j)U:i'rehtly
on view in Mexico City at the
Museum of Modern Art.
Two impressions f r o m :his
Quantum Suite, shown last :Ye!Lr
at the UNM Art'' Museufu, '>are
also on exhibit. One is in :Pakistan and the other is in a; travel.
. .
ing display in New York Under
sponsorship of the New York
State Council on the Art.'!.

WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (CPS) in research and experimentation because it is spending a large proportion of its resources on the
-Is there a world cri~>is in edu- in the educational sphere,
production of means of destrucStudents
received
a
share
of
cation, and if sq, what can be
conference attention when one tion, there might be no pardon,"
done about it?
delegate stated "the individual Maheu asserted.
One hundred seventy educators student is what we are concerned
from more than 50 nations met
here last weekend at a conference about, not the teachers. That
means that education must be cus- Angel Flight
sponsored by the U.S. government tom-built for him."
Angel Flight, women's auxiliand private foundations to seek Student Activism Needed
ary to the Air Force ROTC, is
answers to those questions.
Perkins declared, "Students opening its membership to inA_here was little agreement on th
either question, though the report
emse1ves must become a more terested UNM women. Any womof the conference co-chairman, active part of the educational pro- en students with a 2.2 grade
President James Perkins of Cor- cess." He stressed the value of point average who would like to
nell University, made substantial independent work and said that know more about Angel Flight
recommendations which will be students should be "prepared to should come by the Air Force
presented to President Johnson use the institution for their own Unit Friday, Oct. 20, between 2
later this year.
developing needs rather than be- and 5 p.m. Refreshments will be
"~ · ;: ,.
coming an inert item to be pro- served.
View Vary
.
cessed "
Vie~ of the crisis differed
In o~e of the highlights of the
dramatically.
•,, ·convention, President Johnson adPerkins saw it as the fact that dressed the delegates on Sunday.
"educational systems have been He urged that the conference call
unable to keep pace in the last on the United Nations to "set a
decade with their rapidly chang.. target time for reviewing our
ing environment,s."
'
goals and planning new progress
Another delegate, Adam' Cftrle an international education year.''
of Harvard University, described "Cooperation Begins"
it succinctly as "too many stuThe idea had been proposed
dents, too few teachers, and not earlier by Dr. Prem N. Kirpal,
·enough money."
education adv.isor and secretary to
" Others said there was no world the government of India. Dr. Kireducational crisis, just a world pal saw the year as ''the begincrisis, period. And that, they ning of international cooperation
said, is a political, not education- which will progress as the cen·
tury progresses."
al problem.
Still others noted a wide diverIn his speech, Johnson deplored
sity of problems among nations, the atrocities and expenses of
suggested that there was no sing- war, stating, "In this century,
le crisis, but rather crises, and man has spent literally trillions
asked that each country be per- of dollars on the machinery of
mitted to find its own solutions death and war ... In those years,
and that the conference not make nearly 100 million people have
universal prescriptions.
died in the maiming and disease
Specific Measures Sought
and starvation which come with
Through working groups on W!lr.''
topics such as management
V1et Nam Not Mentioned
technology resources and teach~
Continuing, the President deer supply; delegates' sought to clared, "W~ hav~ fought among
make the recommendations on a ourselves bke ammals. And that
strategy and specific measures for i~ an insult to. the animals who
A small education is something you can't jobs with the better salaries ... and the betmeeting the crisis-or crises-by live together m more harmony
off. It's the biggest handicap you'll ever ter futures, too.
laugh
" national and international ac~ion. than men.'' Although he mentionSo if ;:ou'1•c in 5chool now •.• stny there!
have •.• today, tomorrow, tl1e day after toA strong emphasis was placed ed Wor~d War II, Johnson ma.de
morrow, and every day of your working life. Learn all you can for as long as you can. If
on the educational problems of no specific reference to the Vtet
And it's a funny thing. People who really you're out of school, you can still get lots of
developing nations and their need Nam wa~.
.
stay with it and get a good education are valuable training outside the classroom. Just
On Friday, Rene Maheu, dJrecto tailor education more effectiveoften seen laughing all tlie way to the bank. call on the Youth Counselor at your State
ly to society's aims and needs.
tor-gen.eral of t~e U:nited Nations
It's no joke. To get a good job today, you Employment Service. Or visit a Youth OpporChairman Perkins in his re- EducatiOnal, SCientific, and Cuineed a good education. A good education is tunity Center, which has been set up in many
port on the conferen~e, advocated tural Organization (UNESCO),
the number-one requirement for the better cities to help you.
an increase in the flow of aid had addressed the assembled edu,.t.IIIT1-t1
from developed . to developing cators in a similar vein. He called
3
for less defense spending and
countries.
"It is urgently important to in- more education subsides.
crease the worldwide volume of
"If our generation were obliged
Publkhod as • ll"hll• Hrvke in -ralloft '"""The Advortlsln1 CouDdl.
sueh aid from its present level to acknowledge that it has not
of $1 billion a year to UNESCO's _e_no_u..:g:..h_m_o_n:_:e:.y_:f_:o:_:r_e:.:d:.:u:.:c=at=i:.:on::..:·_:·:..:.·---------------------~-figure of $2 billion," he said.
--·--------------"Consortium" Suggested
He also suggested "a consortium of international and bilateral agencies which could consolidate and coordinate the efforts of
specific large countries, or the
• appeals of clusters of small courttries."
Technology as a means of relieving teacher shortage received
a great deal of attention. Delegates agreed that "programmed
instruction, team teaching, film,
radio and television will be increasingly the tools of the trade.''
Dr. Philip H. Coombs, director
HOURS: 10 AM to 6 PM
of the International Institute for
Educational Planning, saw teachers themselves as the cause for
slowness in accepting the new
media for teach in g. Coombs,
whose book "The World Educational Crisis-A Systems Analy'Sis," formed the base of conference discussion, said: "Teachers
are convinced that there's something _special about being in a
classroom exposed to a conven~ tiollal approach. This is sheer
nonsense.''
Pay Raises Suggested
To increase the attractiveness
00
-----.
of teaching as a profession, Per. .. . '
kins advocated higher pay scales.
He; ca1led for 11a new definition of
institutions for teacher training.''
These institutions, it was general·
'
ly felt, should be deeply involved

-

I Think school is a laugh?

See how funny it is when you can't get a good-paying job.)

~tfl'rl.

To get a good job, get a good education ~ '..~)

STORE

NO.4·

.~hursday, October 19, 1967

~oronado
' ;Residents of Ilokona and Cor-

.BERMUDAS---SURFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
·~·Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES-·-Siack Suits

I

...........-NOTHING OVER $4

PRICED FROM S1.00 TO $4.00

*

·soUTHWEST
· ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC·SHAVER AND .
LiGH1ER:~EPAIR · · ·

200 TH_IRD NW: ~ ' )... 2:47-11219

The Largest Seleetioli. in Town

*

...

Store No. 1-:-1441A Eubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
. Store No. 2-1720·A Bridge' St. S.W.-Goff Plaza Center
.
Store No.. 3-4210 4th St. N·.W.

I

I

HiiO

Hokona Give 'U' Mountain New l=a;.

on~do halls teamed up recently
(w~th the help of 500 gallons of
W:illt~wash don~ted by the UNM

Listen to KUNM

Phys1cal Plant) to repaint the
• "U.'~.on the side of a foothill on
th~ west slopes of the Sandias
(right).
·
· ..The group left its mark (white
splotch &t lower feft of "U") and
.~anged . ~ro';lnd it for a picture
aft,er_.fmJshmg the job (below).
-H~admg up the project was Gary
, Mmcher, governor of Coronado's
Tewa House, aided by Coronado
President John Padoven.

Stand up and be counted
in Bass Weejuns!
Be o bi9 number on campus , .• osk for Boss
Weejuns®moccoslns ot your nearby college store
or shoe shop. Only Boss makes Weejuns.
G. H. Bass & Co.,
Main St.,
Wilton, Moine 04294.

Q

Delegates to Attend University Pressure Will be Forum Topic
."Life in a .Pressure Cooker" dean of the Medical School; Dr.
will
be the topic of discussion at Ferrel Heady, academic viceDormitory Meeting
Forum at p.m. today in the president; Dr. Joseph Hassett of
Th~

Nine UNM students will attend
the regional conference of the Inter-Mountain Association of College and University Residence
Halls in Boulder, Colo., Oct., 1921.

The UNM delegation will consist of Jim Dines, Residence
Halls Council president; John l:'adovan; Rick Legoza; Larry Schuster; Dana Jones; Mimi Attison;
Val Whiting; Ann Lechtenberger
and Tom Toppino, the regional
vice-president.
The RHC delegates will present
a panel discussion, "Leadership
Orientation in the R e s i d e n e e
Halls" and will attend various
meetings and discussions.

The year of the

YAMAHA

3901 Central Ave. NE

Paufia~

NEW MEXICO LOBO

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything, •• 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes •.. for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand ·
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So'stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil·injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today•

3

u~~n
d'
h
e pane WI Iscuss t e pressure of university life and some
of them.
Me~bc:rs of the panel will be
Dr. Wilham S. Curran, assistant
Ballrol 0 I?ll.

the philosophy department; Dr.
F d W L
f h
re
• angner, o t e Langner Clinic; and Dr. David M.
Johnson of the English department.

The End ... ~~

Is It Near?
~inutes aft~r the. ascension of Christ to heaven

..• tw!l men In wh1te · apparel" appeared to those
who Witnessed the great event and prophesied His
~eturn. Throughout the: New Testament the promIse 1s repeatedly mentioned.
No one can tell just how near the return of
Christ is. However, .there are signs ·which we are
told w!ll mark the ending of the age. Many of
thes~ SI&!JS are more apparent today than ever before m h1story.
Among signs mentioned in the Bible is unbelief
2 Peter 3.:4 indicates people will say, ", •. Where i~
the promise of His coming: for sim:e the fathers
feU asleep1 all. th!Jtgs continue as they were•••."
Perhaps disbelief m the. return of Christ has never
been as great as today. Self-satisfaction, prosperity
and peace always give a false air of. sufficiency:
Nevertheless, the fulfillment of Bible prophecy
marches on. The establishment of Israel as a nation
is given as a sign of the times. Troubles, wars
famines, and perilous times are also mentioned. But
whm Christ will return is not so important as being
ready for the occasion.
If you are interested in Bible prophecy on the
return of Christ, write for additional . information.

FREE

·

ljm ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

::::: Public Relations Department
Springfield, Missouri. 65802

~:~:~

D

Please send me information on the return of
Christ.
. (507)

D

I would be interested in special study courses.

Name •....... _........- .........._........_.......................................................

BO'BBY J'S

Address ......................................... ~.;................................

City ........................................ State ............ Zip ............

MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 25.5-0237

Chi Alpha meeting thursday, October 19, at
8:00 p.m. in Alumni Memorial Chapel.
Topic: "The Second Coming of ChristAges and Dispensations11

I DAY"S lmake a great week
Why live plain? Live!
After all, vou're only on campus once (hopefully)
then it's a bit of a climb to Off-Campus VIF'.
Now, enjoy!
And be quality about it. Only Day's makes sport
casuals and slacks from the finest fabrics and is so
picayunish about their famous fit. It's individual
because, frankly, you are. Put some great Days in
your week, nowl At quality fashion stores everywhere or write Day's, Tacoma, Washington 98401.

I
•
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Vief /Vam Forum Disappointing
Tuesday night saw the first open forum on the VietNam
War. The sponsors of the forums felt that the opening meeting was a great success and, judging from the large audience it would appear to be so. But it wasn't.
There were many disappointments, including the featured
speaker, Harold
Meier, UNM professor of sociology and the
,_
great percentage of people in attendence who were seemingly too biased and too uninformed to accomplish anything
"
constructive.
·,(

Meier was loud enough, and indignant enough but not conyincing enough. He threw around phrases like "moral outrage", and "despicable.'' to describe the Viet Nam war,
phrases which sound very nice but mean very little. What
killed Meier and his speech with him was the appalling
amount of generalizations and opinions lacking any factual
support.
Perhaps the most obvious observation about the whole
affair was the fact that those in attendance seemed to be
either hawks or doves, there was no in-between. The hawks'
viewpoints seemed childishly naive, while the doves' view
appeared to be mired down in anger and noisy pointless protest. There were many heated words exchanged but- even
these outbursts' lacked inspiration or intelligence.
Several of the people who were we11-informed came away
from the forum disappointed. Said one, "I got upset with the
·whole thing. There was a tremendous lack of knowledge by
aU who were involved."
Another said, "This is pointless. All everyone is doing is
venting his mind. They aren't getting anyplace at all.''
We understand that not every person attending these
forums is well-informed. That, say the sponsors, is the exact
reason the forums are being held. What is appalling about
the first :forum is that those people who are informed are apparently too biased to look at matters objectively and intelligently.

That Does It
• trite Wednesday Night Warriorst UNM's Student Senate,
were at it again last night. The same thing happens every
week with depressing regularity. It is inconceivable that any
group could accomplish anything operating the way Senate
does. Their bung1ing has been too weU-docUinented to need
to be recounted here.
The Lobo has decided that this slight to the students of
this University and waste of the money they pay in activity
fees cannot and must not go on. We have decided to settle
the matter once and for all.
We hereby challenge Student Senate to a contest on the
field of honor-in other words, a flag footba11 game. We call
upon Senate to appoint representatives to meet with our
panel of experts to decide the time and place of the legisla~-tors' deserved punishment.

Angered at Boyd Critics
Dear Editor:
It seems that some people,
were upset with the "presentation" of Malcom Boyd's t~J,lk her.e
last Wednesday. They found it
"vulgar," "unnecessary." And,
this is ·all they could saY after
listening to Boyd for about two
hours.
This represents the inability of
the average middle-class white to
really feel anything for the most
relevant social issues of our day.
And this especially shows how the
"intellect" (some, not all) tends
to become 'isolated in his academic ivory tower . . . isolated from
the real pain and misery (and
the real joy too) of the earth that
he is theorizing about with such
detachment.
Boyd . . . is a man talking
straight and open {Goddamn the niceties and vagaries
that we are constantly and antiseptically being drowned in), a
man avoiding the morass of "politics" (the art of pleasing everyone and e s s en t i a 11 y doing
nothing); a man talking .about
the "issues" of OUl' time from a
point or view that few of us
know, from THE point of view
where the action is NOW . • •
and a sanctimonious few {can't
shake the Puritan scene or
want to ignore reality) can only
talk about the "vulgar" presentation. How much education is too
much education?
Father James Groppi, the militant leader of the Youth Council
of the Milwaukee NAACP, says
of his followers, many of whom
have served time for armed robbery or rape: "I don't get up and
give lectures. As far as their assoeiation with women is concerned, we talk about this all the
time. They're not afraid to use
terms like 'shacking up' in my
presence. The only way you can
preach morals to guys like this is
to live like they are living."
Boyd used the term "shacking
up" and m a y b e it h u r t
someone's vii·gin ears. ·well, may.
be your son or daughter is "shacking Up" in part to be r.id of you.
To hear Boyd speak of
Viet Nam, the black-white scene,
pot, sex, the double standard of
morality, Church hypocrisy, etc.,
and to find people who are hung
up because ot the presentation is
too much for me. It used to sadden me, now it angers me. Don't

Calling uSenate Election• Committee; Union
250A-B ; 7 p.m.
Ski Club; Union Theater: 7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union Council Rl)om;
7:30p.m.
Alpba Phi Omga; Union 231E: 7:30 p.m.
APOWA: Union 231D: 7 :30 p.m.
Dames Club: Unicm 2310; 7:30 p.m.
Phi neta Lllltlbda; Union 250D; 7:30
P~m.

StudeJ>t Nul'ot!S Association: Union 250C;
7:30'p.m.
FRIDAY-Regional Medieal Program;
Union 250A-B; 8 .a.m.
Western Branch of Asian Studies Registration: Union Activities Cnter ~ 8 ~30 a.m.
Western Branch of Asian Studies Con.
terence; Union 23lB-C, D-E; 10 a.m.
Asian Studies Luncheon; Union N.
Ballroom ; lZ :30 p.m.
A.A.U.P. : Union 2500; 3 p.m.
A.W.S. Eltecutive Committee; Union
281A: 3 :30 p.m.
Asian Studies Reception : Union 129;
4:30p.m.
Fall Fling Dane<>; Union Ballroom: 6
p.m.
Foreign Film: "The GOsllel According
to St. Matthew" {lf.nlll!n) ; Union Theater:
7, 10 p.m.
Baha'i ; Union 23lD: 8 11.m.
.
Poetry lteading: Lawrence Fcrlinghetti;
Anthro11ology Lecture Hall; 8 p.m.
Rodey Theatre Production: "The Little
Fox"'"; ll<Jdey Theatre; 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY-Wmtcrn Branch of Asian
Studies Conference; Union 231A-D, C,
D-C ; 9 :30 a.m.
KUNM Radio ; Uttion Theater ; 11 n.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "Cat Ballou" ;
Union Theater: 7, 10 p.m.
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EDITOR"

TO THE

come moralizing to me if you ignored Boyd's message. I don't
want to hear yoUl' smiling, sickening hypocrisies.
·
"Christianity hasn't failed; it
just hasn't been tried yet!'
William Lord Coleman

To Save Man, Boyd Should
Respect Him
Dear Editor:
I was very interested in what
the general reaction would be to
the lecture given by the Rev.
Malcolm Boyd, Episcopal minister on Oct. 11, 1967. Having folloV:ed The Lobo and city news.
papers on this issue I must say
that I was very glad to see the
Newman Center pastor take the
defensive stand that he did in
Saturday morning's city newspapers.
I think anyone who attended
the lecture should have enough
respect for himself to admit that

he was insulted by the vulgarity
and rudeness presented by . Rev.
Boyd. Boyd terms as "honesty~~ .. ,
what I would interpret a& !'dis.,,.
respect." This disrespect . w.~s, ..
shown to students, religious c~er- ..
gy, professional people1 and to
some children.
,
.... ,.
Wha.t Boyd had to say in ·hi&< .. ·
lecture was not only non~constr:uc:~,..
tive, but it was also depl'essing .
and absolutely uninspiring.-' I
think anyone who would take·,to·•·
ttake to heart and live by what,.'
Rev. Boyd suggested would lead"
a very misera.ble life ior the most. ,
pa.rt.
Furthermore, he evaded t'he
questions presented to him in the ·
"dialogue" and he has little :re.: ·
spect for the beliefs of hlS. fel• ·
low man, If he is out to "save his ·
brother,'' as he stated it, then he
had better have a little respeCt .•
for him.
•
Name Withheld by Reque&.t.:,

.'

The Rowan Column
Urgent Alrican
Action Needed

By ED SCHWARTZ
National Student AsSQciation
WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
point· ·should be clear-student
powei>means not simply the ability tl) influence decisions, but the
ability· to' make decisions.
The days wh~n two students,
hand-picked by the administration,. could. sit on a college-policy
committee. for seven months, only
to endors~ a J:'eport having little
to ' do '"With student demands,
should · •end. Student power involves the organizing of all the
students,. not just the elite; it involves, the participation of the
students, not just the elite.
'fh.e educatiomd J?remise behind
demands for student power reflects the notion that people learn
through living, through the process, ,o:( integrating their thoughts
with t"!l!li~ actions, through testing
their values against those of a
community, through a capacity
to act. Education which tells students that.they must prepare to
liy.e..teUs. infants that they learn
t<r walk by crawling.
..
"ff You Don..,t Like It, Leave"
:college .. presidents who invoke
legal authority to prove educatfonal theOJ,'y-'~If you don't like
iit, leave; ·it';; our decision to
nrake"-assume that growth is
the ability to accept what the
pasi/has created. Student power
a .• medium through which peo·
p)e~ integrate · their own experience with a slice of the past
which 'seems appropriate, with
their efforts to intensify the relationships between the community within the university.
Let this principle apply-we
~ho ~~st obey the rule should

.

is

By CARL T. ROWAN
WASIDNGTON-One of the great curses of the VietNam war.i!s ..
the way it devours the time and attention of our government, ()~r .
press, and OUl' people.
. ..... ·~. ,
For example, it has virtually foreclosed' any American mterest Jn:
or knowledge of, a genuine tragedy in Nigeria.
. ·
In a country that once was considered the shining pearl of ¥dclm
independence, civil war has raged for months, takmg the hves of
thousands of men, women and children.
. . '"" · ·..
And no end is in sight.
The U.S. government, suffering the bitter stings of deep involvement in Southeast Asia, and undesirous of new burdens, has watched
the Nigerian conflict with an almost helpless neutrality that rules out
all but secret diplomatic approaches.

* * •

But what many Americans may assume is "just another tribal quarrel'' has become a major conflict with the deepest humanitarian implications and sonie widening international ramifications.
Pressured by oil and other business interests, Great Britain bas
permitted the sale of arms to the Nigerian federal government :for
use against Eastern Nigeria's Ibos who seceded and formed the independent State of Biaira.
Britain's actions (which contrast sharply with Prime Minister Harold Wilson's moralisms about not using military :force against breakaway Rhodesia so as to avoid the spectacle of people kiiiing. their
kith and kin) has made her a strange bedfellow of the Soviet 'O:nlon
and Czechoslovakia.
~
'
•

$t:udent: Power Termed

•

•

ifa

.......

Aside from the merits of the quarrel over secession (and'tbis is not
a simple case that parallels Katanga's effort to break away from the
Congo, or South Carolina's efforts to secede from the. Union) ,·1he
prospect for massive killings of the Biafrans has become · a grim
reality.
· · ·· •
Dr. K. 0. Mbadiwe, American-educated former Nigerian:minister
and a prominent Biafran, is now in the United States, pleading .with
the U.S. officials to pressure Nigeria and Biafra to the peace table.
Without this, he says, the northern-Moslem-dominated • federal
forces will commit genocide against the Ihos. Genocide rnaf .tO. too
strong a term, but massacre in Northern Nigeria last year, and mote
tecently in Benin, suggest that something close to doomsday. ill· in
store for the Ibos.
·

•• • •

•

•

MOTORCYCLES
GO WITH THE LEADER

GO

TRIUMPH
200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

··'

In their customary eagerness to exploit conflict and upheaval itt
new nations, the Russians and Czechs have rushed MIG figl!~rs 1f_nd
other aircraft, arms, and "technicians" into Nigeria.
~~
This has distUl'bed some Americans who sense a typical Communist
effort to seize a foothold in Africa, And it has alarmed many African
leaders who have told the Soviets in harsh langUage that:they te~t~
Russia's sharply escalating an already pathetic conflict.
..
. .
The result of the British and Communist actions on behalf of Nigeria means that a preponderance of military power is now &tacked
up against Biafra.
''' "'"'

• • *

,Tir@!PB
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FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

"331-333 SAN PEDRO DR •• N.E.
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make it.
Students Should Make Rules
Students should make the J:'ules
governing dormitory hours, boygirl visitation, student unions,
student fees, clubs, newspapel,'s,
and the like, Faculty and administrators should advise-attempt
to persuade, even. Yet the student should bear the burden of
choice. They should demand the
burden.
Students and faculty should codeciqe curricular ·policy.
Students, faculty, and administration should co-decides admissions policy ( th(ly did it at
Swarthmore), overall college policy affecting the community, even
areas like university investments.
Student Power Brings Changes
Student power bril)gs thoJ!e
changes, and in the latter cases,
it means that the student view
will be taken seriously-that it
will ·be treated as a view, subject
to ra tiona! criticism or acceptance, not simply as "the student
opinion which must be considered
as the student opinion-i.e. the
Ol>inion of those lesser beings in
the university."
Student power brings change in
the relationships between groups
within the university, as well as
change in attitudes between the
groups of a university. It renders irrelevant the power of factions outside a university who impose external standards or an in'ternal community - trustees,
alumni.
Power Not a Legal Principle
Student power should not be

tAll

argued on legal grounds, It is
not a legal principle. It is an educational principle. Students who
argue for "rights" usually fail to
explore the reasons for rights. In
a university, a right should spring
from a premise of education, not
a decision of a cou~t, although
the two may coincide. Student
power can suggest a critique of
education.
Most studel)ts don't want student· power. They are too tired,
too scared, or too acquiescent to
flight for it. That, too, is a student decision. Those with potential power may choose to ignore
it-even those who have decided
not to decide have made a decision.
Student power is threatening
to those who wield power now,
but this is understandable. A student should threaten his administrators outside of class, just as
bright students threaten professors inside of class. Student power ultimately challenges everyone
in the university-the students
who must decide; the faculty and
administrators who must rethink •
their own view of community relations in order to persuade.
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About: Democracy'
elimination of authority, it is
the development of a democratic
standard of authority.
Students who abjure student
power abjure themselvee. They
are safe, respectable, but emasculated. Ultimately, they can be
dangerous. Later in life, they
wield power in the way in which
it was wielded upon them-with-

IT'S EASY

OFFICIAL RULES
1. Complete entry blank or facsimile by
Indicating winner or tie. Also predict
flnal score and number of flrst downs
of winning team.
2. Entries must be postmarked by
Friday belore game, received by Friday
after game.
#
3, Five winners per s~hool will be
determined each week in random
drawings from among all correclly
answered entries. In the event that
1here are no correct er1tries, winners
wifl be determined by random drawings from among all entries received.
4. All winners will be Included in final
sweepstakes in which 25 winners <~f

e

trips for two persons will be deter·
mined by random drawings. (All
judging is being done by an independent judging organization.)
5. Contest is open to all full·llrne
undergraduate and graduate students
of the college or university where this
newspaper is dis\rlbuted, e><cept
employees of INA and members ot
their families.
6. Winners will be noUtled by mall.
For complete list of winners. send
stamped, nolf.addressed envelope
wllh your entry.
7. Contest void where prohibited by
law. All federal, state and local regu·
latiohs eppfv.
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Mallto·
tNA f"ootbaff sweepstakes
p, 0. Box 1901
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

1say

t.

INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA

(write in the t!lam you think will win)

will come out on top.

The final score will be
The winning team will make

first downs.
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Class of
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Build up your following with Passport 360,
the influential line of rn()n's toiletries by Van Heuseh

I
f
1f
f
I

------------....J

1L ______________
My address
·
...__;_ __________
....., ____

pressing agam. No more laundry b1lls.!
As f6r the great new Van Heusen fabncs,
colors and patterns •.. they make him
the guy to keep an eye on1

"l

6 ALBUQUERQUE STORES AND
SANTA FE

Additional prizes: 750 handsome travel bags.
What's our motive? We're interested in telling you about
opportunities with INA. We're offering these prizes in return
for the chance to mail you information. Simple as that.
Maybe this isn't the usual way to go about college recruiting.
But then we aren't a usual company.

. . •.·•. . •(VANOPRESS SH•L.J' •

Patronize LOBO Advertisers

IE

RES

TEXAS vs. ARKANSAS (Sat., Oct. 21)

u.s.

.

,~

Win one of25 all-expense-paid trips for three nights and three
days in the Los Angeles area highlighted by the Festival of
Roses the Rose Bowl Classic, and a trip to Disneyland.
Sp~nsored by INA-Insurance Company of North Am.e~ica
-who brings you NCAA football every Saturday on televtsto~.
Just pick the winning team in this Saturday's game. For tte
breakers guess the final score and how many first downs the
winner will make. Enter your predictions on the entry blank
below and send to the address given.

l-lellman Drama Will Open
Rodey Season Tomorrow

But Mbadiwe seems to be appealing to the wrongo place. The
maintains steadfastly that it :hasn't the influence to force Maj. Gen.
Yakubu Gowon and his Nigerian forces to halt their military drive
an dto go to the peace table.
·
Moreover, the U.S. argues, Nigeria constitutes a major challenge
to Africans. lt is, indeed, a chance for the Organization :for African
Unity to prove its worth.
.
· But the OAU lie~ma ,bogged down in uncertainty, protocol, and the
lack of someone to lTISillre a sense of urgency.
.
Meanwhile, Nigeria's bloody tragedy deepens,

·:-:-:-:-x·:·:.:-:J-

WIN AROSE BOWL
WEEKEND FOR TWO!

Point of Student Power
People who say that student
power means anarchy imply really that students are rabble who
have on ability to form communities and to adhere to decisions
made by the community. Student
power is not the negation of
rules-it is the creation of a new
p r o c e s s for the enactment of
rules. Student power is not the

gina W. Scott) and her husband
Horace (John Olson), who exceed
her in moral strength but are no
match for her fiendish determination .
"The Little Foxes" is already
an American classic because it is
applicable to the American scene,
the drama department says.
Reservations for performances
-set for Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday nights as well as Oct. 27,
28, and 29-may be made by call·
ing 277-4402 Monday through
Saturday.
Subscription tickets for the
Rodey Theater season are fli for
the general public, $4 for faculty
and staff members, and $3 for
students.
Single admission tickets are
$1.50 for the public, $1 for UNM
and high school students, and $1
for children.

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
ON TIRES DO IT AT •••
·- .

UNIVERSITY DRUGS
2132 Central Ave. S,E.
Albuquerque, New IM>xico

'Little Foxes'

Lillian Hellman's drama ''The
Little Foxes" will open the University Theater's 1967-68 season
in Rodey Theater at 8:30 p.m.
.lo'riday,
The play deals with a family
whose honest human emotions
have been eroded by a frantic
desire for wealth and position,
the UNM drama department reports.
Susan. Stoner plays the brash
Regina whose mail-order chic
barely disguises the :fact that
most of what glitters is brass.
Her brothers, Ben (Phil Nicholson) and Oscar (Milburn Mehlhop), are at times her unwitting
henchmen but just as often are
fashioning the noose for her lo\'ely neck.
Regina's path is strewn with
sacrifices to her vision of success
-·her daughter Alexandra (Re-

out any standard to govern it save
that of power,
The standard of the university
should encourage a democratie
temperment, not an authoritarian
elite. That's the point of student
power.

TO LOSE WEIGHT if yoll control your
diet with APPEASE. It will help you
to eat less- because you'll want less
, • • And you'll like the delicious,
refreshing flavor of APPEASE Tablets.
They work between meals, tao.

One look and wham! I knew he was for me.
lean and limber and all man in the t~rrffic
fit o{ his Van Heusen "417" Vanopress
shirt. Made with the authentic button-down
collar, this shirt was permanently pressed
the day it wa~ made and will never !1eed
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Stone, Hendricks Still Atop National Rankin~s
Lobo quarterback Terry Stone and Dave Kookert have also movand his top receiver, Ace Hen- ed into th!l top 25 in receiving
dricks, lead the nation in. passing and rushing respectively.
and receptions for the seqonc;l Second in Forward Passing
straight Week. ~tone also l:emai!J-·
New Mexico is ~econd in t~e
ed atop the natwnal rankmgs m t9tal forward passmg offenl!e m
total offense through five game11. the team standings.
Joe Casas also leads j;he nation
In 231 plays Stone has gained
in kick-off returns and is ninth lU6 yards and is responsible for
in punt returns. Emilio Vallez seven touchdowns. Stone leads the

1-------------Htiiiii••·-------~~~B••-.
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total offen~e despite the 113 yards
he has lost rushing,
In the passing category he has
completed 91 of 198 for a .460
average, 1253 yarc;ls, and seven
scores. Hendricks has pulled down
38 .of the aerials UNM has attempted for 675 yards and four
TDs, Vallez, ranked ninth behind
Ace has caught 29 for 299 yards
d't
to hd
an wo uc owns.
UNM Trail!!! Tulsa
In the team standings New
Mexico trails Tulsa, which has
played two fewer games. Tulsa is
averaging 366.3 ya1·ds per game

STUMPED?

Skiers to View Film,
Fashion Show Tonight
The UNM Ski Club, expecting
the largest· membership in history and with an uncountable
number of events planned for
the year, hold11 it second meeting
of the semester tonight in the
Union Theater,
The highlights of the 7:30
meeting will be a Dick Barrymore film on skiing and a fashion
show of ski wear with the UNM
chaparrals as the models.
Plans for the first party of
the year, to be held Sunday at: the
Sandia Peak Ski Lodge, will also
be completed." Members of the
club will have free use of the
chairlift Sunday from 3:80 to 5:80
p.m.
Memberships Accepted
The meeting tonight is for Ski
Club members, but President John
Coyne says new memberships will
be accepted at $4 a head.
Tonight's program will last approximately two hours--with a
short break for l'efreshments.
The Sunday party is for members and their dates or for nonmembers for $2 .a person.
Major Trip Planned
The first major ski trip of the
year-over semester break-will
also be planned tonight. The excursion will be to the Purgatory
Ski Basin in southern Colorado.
The club bus will leave UNM the
Sunday school is out and return
the next Wednesday.
Other spontaneous ski weekends
will be on tap for some of the
members until then. The club
members use all of the slopes in
the state from time to time.
Lessons Given Newcomers
One of the new projects this
year is a special deal for nonskiers who join the club. For an
additional $3.50 they can get five
lessons from an accredited instructor and their equipment for
each session.
The club also hopes to have
skiing again l'ecognized in intramural competition this year.
The competition was stopped last
year primarily because of a lack
of show and a poor turnout of
entrants. The club hopes shortly
to have a petition with 1000 signatures ready to present to the
intramural council asking recog-

and CLEANING
Coln-op Dry-Cleaning
ond Laundry
Open 8 AM·S PM
Counselor Always em Duty
2106 Centred S.f.
247.0S36
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Intersectional

(.636) and Big Eight (,625). The . Oregon, Air Force, Co 1 o r ado
Missouri Valley is the only other State, University of Texas at El
conference above .500.
·
Paso, Western Michigan, San
WAC teams have defeated Wis• Jose ~tate, and Idaho St~te this
consin, Ohio State, Oregon State, year,

Anyone can

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per·
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy lOO·sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

·COLLEGE ·CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
. SPARTAN QUARTERBACK DANNY HOLMAN will duel with
·the nation's leading passer, Lobo Terry Stone, this Saturday night
in San Jose, Calif. when both UNM and San Joae State try to end
long losing stl,'eaks. New Mexico is 1-4 and SJS 0-3. Holman was the
most accurate passer in the nation last season. (San Jose State
photo).

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone 265-8288
. I

'

CAREER EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
FOR SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS DECEMBER 27th and 28th, 1967

Winning WAC Tearns
Use Opposite Tactics
The two most successful teams
in the Westel'n Athletic Confel'-

ence have achieved their results
by opposite tactics.
Wyoming, the only l'emaining
undefeated team in the conference, relies on a rugged defense
led by tackle Mike Dirks and
linebacker Jim House. The Cowboys' line puts on a fierce pass
rush and allows little rushing
yardage.
The Cowboys top the league in
'scoring defense, total defense,
imd passing defense. They are less
than a yard per game away from
the lead in rushing defense.
Arizona State, undefeated in
league play and 4-1 overall, prefers to match scoring power with
its opponent$. The Sun Devils,
with a bevy of excellent backs,
rank first in scoring offense, total
offense, and. l'Ushing offense.
Other team leaders in the conference are New Mexico in passing (272.6 yards per contest) and
Brigham Young in rushing defense (63.5 yards yielded per
game against Wyoming's 64,4).
Only one conference game is
ott tap this Saturday. That puts

As a free service to you, the Dallas Chamber of Commerce has
arranged for more than 100 employers to be available .. _under one roof
. .. for career interviews during two of your Christmas holidays. These
aggressive firms need top calibre men and women from all fields. Because many do not interview on your campus, this is a unique opportunity
for you. You will be able to discuss with these many firms the career
opportunities available to you in Dallas after graduation.
Join in and make your Christmas vacation count. Clip the eoupon
below and mail it today.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY •••
Register by November lOth to be able to select schedule of interviews

Job Interviews will be held Dec. 27th and 28th
at The Apparel Mart in Dallas, 2300 Stemmons Freeway

Utah (1-1) against Arizona (0-1)
at Tucson. Both rank low in scoring offense but high in scoring
defense. Both have strong rushing defense and both prefer the
run ove1• the pass on offense.
Non-conference games include
Arizona State at Washington
State, Brigham Young (8-1) at
the University of Texas at El
Paso, New Mexico (1-4) at San
Jose State, and Wyoming hosting
Wichita State.
After the first five weeks of
conference aetion, Utah and Arizona appear to be the surprising
teams. Both have looked good in
intet·sectional games. Utah defeated Oregon, 21-0 and lost a
heartbreaker to Minnesota, 12-13,
after pushing the Gophers around
most of the day. Arizona pulled
one of the country's major upsets
when it defeated Ohio State, 147. The Wildcats also played well
in a losing cause to Missouri, 173 (it was 10-3 in the last three
minutes) and tied UTEP 9-9.
The conference's intersectional
record now stands at 10·4-1, best
in the country among the nation's
major conferences.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSffflO, MASSACHUSETTS
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Because Dallas
••• has had the fastest growth rate of
any major metropolitan area during
the '60s,

QALLAS IS REALLY ON THE GO!

CONCERT HALL

EMPLOYMENT INCREASED 29,470
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS

and the Cultural Program Committee
of Associated Students
Proudly Present

••• leads the Southwest in wholesale
sales, volume of banking business,
number of headquartered com·
panies worth $1 million or more,
••• is the nation's third largest insur·
ance center and convention center,
••• provides cultural stimulation in a
cosmopolitan and inviting environ·
ment •••

.

CAMPUS LA_UNDRY

J

-~i

UNM band director William E.
Rhoads and Robert Rhoads, a recent graduate, are looking :for all
past performers of the UNM
band to play in the Alumni B1111d.
Their first apparance is to. be
during half-time at the Lobo-New
Mexico State football game. Nov.

Additional information is available fi:om Prof. Rhoads or from
Robert Rhoads, 4612 Goodrich
NE.

DENVER-Quick, now, name
the major college athletic conference which has compjled the best
· won~loss percentage in non-conference· games this year.
If you guessed Southern, Pacific Eight, or Big Eight, you were
not far from wrong, If you named the Big Ten or Southwest, you
are sentenced to watching professional soccer the rest of the season.
The correct answer was the
Western Athletic Conference,
which has lost just four of 15
intersectional games this season.
Its 10-4-1 record against non-conference competition gives it a winning percentage of .700.
Second best is the Southeast
conference with a .643 m a r k,
barely ahead of the Pacific Eight

b
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WAC Leads

total
· offense
Mlkeyards.
PhJibps
of
Prudue
with is1087
Paul
Toscano of Wyoming is third with
962 yards
s~in Stone has a 416
a~~ ~:lge gover Jim Poole of
'd n who has 83'1' yards. New
a~ so t t 's Sal OUvaa. is third
M.ex1co S a :rds . The leader ja
rth 07 yumb;r of completions,
hgure on n d not yardage The
owever, an
•
d
Lobo !!tar has 91, Pole '76, ~n
Olivas 74.
Phil Odie of
.Young
is nearest to Hendr1cks With one
less r e c e P t i o n and 171 fewer
yards.

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

,.
\~.' ·~:-

nization of ski competition again.
Memberships to Increase
The last year that skiing was a
varsity spo1·t, says Coyne, was in
1949 and there has been no effort
to reestablish it.
Membership costs increase to
$6 on Dec. 1 and to $8 on Jan. 1,
Now married couples can buy a
membership for $£.

Past Band Members
Sought by Director

18.

and UNM 27~· 6 •
d nly the
1
0
Bookert, w ;\:axe.
State
first qu_art';[; .. e tzon~th
gam?, IS 2 t ID rus mg
t 75
carries for 349 yards and ·w0
touchdowns.
. d
k' kotl's
Casas has returne 12 IC · ·
for 333. yards, a 27.8 average,
~nd ?ne scorhe: Idn pWunt r~tu~ns.;e
IS m~th be m
yommg s lC
Wa!!hn)gton.
The Cowboy has 25 returns for
298 yards and 11.9 average. Casas
bas 17 returns for 210 yards and
a 12.4 average.
Phillips Closest to Stone
The player closest to Stone in
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.

••• because of these factors and others,
Dallas' businesses offer you the
opportunities to grow ••• and go,
Here's why: Dallas Metro Area had
a net increase of 29,470 new em·
. ployees in its work force during the
past 12 rnorrths. Objective forecasts
say there will be at least 25,000 new
jobs to be filled · 111 metro Dallas
every year through 1970.
You can become an integral part
of Dynamic Dallas, a ci!Y on the
move. Sign up for the Operation
Native Sons and Daughters career
employment interviews, NOW,

.40
/J

YOUR FUTURE IS IN DALLAS!

..

I ----------------------------------~-'
I
OPERATION
NATIVE
SONS
AND
DAUGHTERS
I
I Dallas Chamber of Commerce
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Fidelity Union Tower Bldg.
Dallas, Texas 75201
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·-------

~iSAT. EVE., OCT. 21-8:15 P.M.

CitY--~-..........- - - - - - - " : - - - · - - · ·~egis~e~ by November 10 to be able to select you'r schedule of
rnterv1ews.

Admission - Downstairs
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Students -

3.50, Bale.

~.50

Downstairs 2.50, Bale. 2.0(}

Box Office Open 9:00·5:00 Mon. thru Frf.
Tel. 277·3121
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CHECK
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Are College Students
(Continued from page 1)
his were the only course of signific;mce. A normal load consists of
16 or 17 hours. It is quite conceivable that a student enrolled in
five courses (plus a lab and a
physical education class) would
be assinged reading material totaling two books a week per
course or ten books for seven
days. In addition he may have
many hours of language or science
labs plus several research papers
to prepare. Even the famous
speed-reading course designed to
enable one to read "Gone :With
The Wind" at breakfast doesn't
save one from greatly exceeding
a 60-hour week. In addition to this
warm-up, students are expected
to attend lectures, films, concerts,
athletic events, club meetings,
etc., etc.
Amid this rather awesome regime a Zombie is expected to
round himself out by full participation in campus, city, state, national, international affairs, and,

we expect shortly, inter-stellar organizations and affairs. A student
should also follow campus, Broadway, and foreign theater. He
should be familar with all the
latest books, reviews, records,
magazines, and music. He should
watch any significant presentation
of material on the KNME television . channel, as well as commercial television programs which
are stimulating and informative.
If he is a literature major, his
Graduate ReC:ord Examination
will expect him to identify TV,
film, and stage celebrities as
well as writers, critics, reporters,
and commentators-among other
things.

... * ...

Zombies should gain the extracurricular enrichment provided by
visiting lecturers, poets, statesmen, politicians, publishers, performers, players, and pundits.
Then there are art shows, panels,
exhibitions, balls, and dinners
which must not be overlooked, as
well as student-faculty luncheons

Too

and the frequent bitch-in sessions
in the Union. Those belonging to
honorary or social fraternities and
soreritie3 have added duties and
responsibilities.
Besides lieing bewitched, bothered, and bewildered, the Zombie
is examined, interrogated, quizzed, enlightened, informed, challenged, propagandized, stretched,
broadened, developed, trained, reformed, castigated, criticized,
evaluated, entertained, exercised,
directed, inspired, cajoled, conned,
threatened, prodded, probed, stimulated, and guided from the day
he enters the university until the
day he leaves.
Should he slacken or be bored
for an instant there an countless
authorities and devices to spur
him. The Zombie is subject to
constant surveillance and his observers are vigorous and vociferous critics who will remind him
of any infringements on rules
and regulations, inattention to
duty, physical or mental insolence, moral flabbiness, sanitary

Games ·Area Can Fool .a Guy
(Continued from page 1)
in his pocket? Don't play with
him. He's a hustler."
"Is he really?" I exclaimed. "He
doesn't look like a hustler."
"Look, friend," he said out of
the side of his mouth, "he's a
hustler, take my word for it . • •
hey, do you want to shoot a little
pool?"

WANT ADS
. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
( line ad., 66,--4 times, $2.00. lmlertion.
must be subm1tted by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publicationa Bulldlnr:, or telepbone 27'1'-4002 or
277-UOZ.
LOST
LOST: Men's black wallet between chemistry bldg. and ColleSe Inn. Reward offered. can 247-2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 2a.

FORSAI.E
FOR SALE: 100% human hair hand tfed
faiL Very close to blonde. Excellent eondiUon. Make ofrer. Phone 255-4207 after
6 p,m, 10/18, 19, 20, 28.
1960 SUNBEAM .AI.PJNE roadster. New
top, interior, and paint. Complete enlrlne overbauL also tran.mlaslon. Two
new tires, wire wheels. After 6 p.m.
call 255-8474. 10/18, 111, 20, 28.
USED CYCLES: 196{ BMW $450; 1967
150.c S11Z111d $295; 1964 Bianchi $100.
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.
:LOVELY white brick front home. 3 bd.
rm., dining room, 1% baths, den. Near
fl'eewQJ~, 16 min. to Univ. Man:r eXtra. w/w carpets, drapes, heated over•
size 2 car garage. Full:r landscaped,
front & bark sprinklers. Listed at FHA
appraisal Owner leaving N. Mex. can
299-5865. 10/18 contd.
PALE l'Jatinnm Blonde wig. 100% Human
Hair-beautifuL Original price $200.
Sell for $50. 2624 Dallas NE, Apt. C.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00.
Order several Cbristm"" gilt snbacriptlona now. Call student rep. 2C7-9082.

10/19, 20, 23, 25.
MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark l l Spitfire
$DOO. can 242-6919.
HELP WANTED

•

t

WANTED : Reliable man to run dishwasher at CHAR-BROIL
STEAK
HOUSE, Ilion.-Fri. 9 :80 a.m.-2 p.m.
,1.25 per hour plus meals. Permanent
Job, begin immediately. Ken Harden
256-7020 or come by 5515 Central Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thru
10/20•.

ROOl\1 & BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN sUD haa some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & llrtcn servi!!c.~~ color TV. swimming pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
248-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEW.RITER Sales & Services, all
makes, 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free piekup and delivery, Open until 8
p,nt, on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter S~rviee, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
248-0588.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. lf we
don't have them, then you don't want
them, Send for aamplea and liat. lilA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Co!Cax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
DEL NORTE '67 GR.ADS--DN HOMECOMING to be held on Nov. 10. Dona·
tions being taken for Queen's glft, See
Roy Heinl, Doug Champlin, Steve Ti-

tone, Torn Marrington.

l?$8
Makers of Ha11cl Macla
lnclia11 Jewelry
OLDTOWN

"I'm sorry," I replied, "but I
don't have any money with me to
pay for the table costs."
My new friend jerked around,
looked at me closely and said,
"Well, it's been real nice talking
to ya, but I have to go.'' And then
he was oft', stopping at each table

Missing Flag Sought
By UNM Fraternity
On Saturday night, Oct. 14, a
large American flag was taken
from the Homecoming display of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity on
campus.
The members of the fraternity
believe that this act is a prank
and have asked that the flag be
returned to the fraternity house,
G12 University BlYd. N.E. }..ny.,
one having information may call
842-8529-no questions will be
asked.
along his way to talk to the players, while he kept staring back at
me.

For Asia, Pacific

U. Hawaii Offers
70 Scholarships
The University of Hawaii will
offer as many as 70 scholarships
in 1968 to students who want to
enter graduate programs in sub·
jects related to the Asian or Pacific areas.
The program is sponsored by
the Institute for Student Interchange of the school's East-West
Center.
Scholarships are available for
Asian language studies, anthropology, history, political science,
and teaching English as a second
language.
Other scholarships are for students who wish to combine grad·
uate study of the environmental
sciences with an Asian language.
This would prepare them for research or professional employment in the Asian and Pacific
area.
The scholarships ate for 18
months and may be extended.
Further information and applica•
tions may be obtained from Gerald M. Slavin, UNM director of
international services, 1'717 Roma
N.E.

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and ·An Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E. · 2554989 ·

i'

.slackness, non-conformity to fad
or fashion, as well as failure to
make the most of himself and his
heaven-sent opportunities.
Should he somehow manage to
survive this Eden of intellectual
promise, the Zombie will perhaps
nreet the requirements of the curriculum committees and the registrar and be graduated with a
bachelor's degree. With this he
can enter the labor market or go
on to the greater and grander
glories of a graduate school.
"Unto some generations much
is given, of other generations
much is expected, but this generation of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny.''
This generation's destiny is to
inherit a wodd torn with international strife. It is expected to
maintain and enhance the legacy
of western civilization. This generation has a rendezvous with
reality when its idyllic university
life is completed. The previous
generations don't think the Zombie quite measures up to their own
high standards.
Anyone for tennis before The
Forum begins?
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Junior College, NeVf. ~,'b~nch
Could Aid ·U., Says Popejoy

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50
COMPLm
OUTFIT
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
SuspenderJ,

By C. REYNOLDS
duction of the serious dropout
A general increase in academic rate at UNM.
"Neither of the institutio~Ui is
standards, a decline in attrition,
and a lessening of the undergrad- intended to replace our freshman
uate bottleneck at UNM are three or sophomore year, but some of
indirect consequences hoped for the undergraduate load would be
in the establishment of a Berna- lessened," Popejoy said. "Some of
Iillo county junior college and a our 'marginal students' would be
UNM Gallup branch, UNM Presi- more inclined to remain in a jundent Tom L. Popejoy said yester- ior college because of many factors," he added.
day.
Popejoy told The Lobo that the
The two-year branch at Gallup
combination of factors involved appears to be more of an imme·
in a junior college system and a diate possibility, Popejoy said. A
two-year branch system can re- feasibility study has already been
suit in the improvement of stand- conducted, and approval must
ards at all the types of institu- come from the Bureau of Educations.
tiona! Finance and the UNM facHe added that one of the cen- .ulty.
tral concerns surrounding these
The faculty's approval is reproposed institutions is the re- quired by a stipulation in their

Handkerchief,

Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Bouttonnlere,

$10.00

FIRST and GOLD
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Heady Speaks at Forum

Student: Decision-Making
Eases College Pressures

DOWNTOWN • NOB HILL • WIIROCI
TIJree fl'•alitu Store•

Action Committee
Will Meet Tonight

I .

The Social Action Committee
will meet at the Newman Center
tonight at 7:30.
Topics to be discussed include a
children's recreation program, an
assistance program for a grocery
co-operative in Anton Chico, a
depressed community neaT Las
Vegas, N.M.; adult basic education; child development, and project HOPE a program to assist
handicapped people.
There will also be a film pre~~entation on a Head Start Project
that worked with migrant workers' children in California.
Anyone wishing to stair these
projects may come.

By MELISSA HOWARD
The students' role in decisionmaking is the most important issue in college and university administration today and is one
solution to the problems of the
pressure.:cooker envir()nment in
ACTIVITIES :RANGniG from a 'greased-pole climb to-a :niml-bike , Americ~n hi~her edu~ation, UNM
race will be featured at this afternoon's Fall Fling at University Stad- Academic. VIce-President Ferrel
•
h
•
•
t 3
Th
t•
t d
.__.. · · ·
. Heady
saidshould
at yesterday's
Forum.
mrn .. ~gmnmg !!.
p.m. • e en Ire s u ent .,.,..y IS mvited to attend
"There
be no different
the annual event sponsored by the Union Program Directorate. Other
. events include a sack-race, three•legged race, bubble gum blow, potato rules of conduct for students than
sack race, water balloon toss, tandem bike race, and a tug-of-war. The for other segments of the society,
affair will end with a dance in the Union Ballroom beginning at 8 p.m. and students should have a role in
setting up the rules of the institution," he said.
The student power demands
parallel a movement for increased

.

Class Boycott Protests
Wisconsin Police Tactics
By WAYNE CIDDIO

Five to ten thousand University
of Wisconsin students are boycotting classes today to protest alleged police intervention in an antiwar demonstration Wednesday.
Robert Gordon, night editor of
the University of Wisconsin Cardinal, gave his version of the disturbance to The Lobo by telephone
last night.
"Sixty-three students were reported hospitalized Wednesday,
and 13 student-protest leaders
have been suspended. There is a
good deal of unrest on campus today, and I don't think the1·e will
be many people going to classes
this week," Gordon said.
"Two to three hundred students
staged a sit-in i'n the Commerce

Apowa Sponsors
'Spirit Telegram'
Apowa service sorority colony
of Gamma Sigma Sigma, is sponsoring a ''spirit telegram" to sup.
port the Lobos in the game ,
against San Jose State Saturday."
The telegram, which is being
sold in the Union Lounge this
week for 25 cents for each name,
will be sent to the team during
the game.

Building of the University of Wis·
consin Wednesday to protest job
interviews by the Dow Chemical
Co., makers of napalm for the
war in Viet Nam," Gordon said.
"At the same time, 2,500 students were involved in a peaceful
picket outside the Comme1·ce ·
Building. The Director of the
University of Wisconsin police
warned protestors that they could
be arrested for their actions,"
Gordon said.
"Chancellor William Sewall
issued a statement that any students obstructing normal processes of the university would be subject to disciplinary. action. Dean
of Student Affairs Joseph Kauff(Continued On Page 3)

Observer Speaks

faculty power which began about
20 years ago, said Heady, one of
five panelists speaking to about
50 people in the Union Ballroom,
"Assertiveness-even aggressiveness-is the first step in
achieving students• goals,". he
said. Students at most schools
have used these means to express
their views and this is a beneficial
first step, he saiii.
"Second, students must thrash
out among themselves what kind
of role they want to play in educational administration. This has
not yet been done here or at any
schools," Heady said.
The third step is cooperative
(Continued on page 8)

constitution that they must approve all major curriculum additions and changes.
The UNM Gallup branch would
be immediately accredited by virtue of its connection with UNM in
Albuquerque. The financing of the
institution would come from a
recommended $300 per-student allocation from the BEF, $100 perstudent voted from McKinley
county, and from tuition.
(Continued on page 8)

SenoteCondidote
Issues Statement
"Butch" Whitcher, a junior
psychology major and member
of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity,
has announced his candidacy for
the UNM Student Senate. Witcher issued the following statement:
"Student government has come
a long way in the past five years.
Traditions have
·- ~-~ been established
i such as Home~ coming and Fi; esta, due to a
.\ great deal of ef·
·,\ fort by student
\ government. 1
; believe now is
i the
time to
' create a lttrilng, er student interest in educational
policies.
Improvement of the advisor program is one study that needs to
be considered.
"Gains are being made toward
closer unity of the NSA and. the
University. I believe this unity
(Continued on page 5)

Personalism Held
Pressure Valve

1

1

The much-bemoaned "pressure
cooker" environment of higher
education is a result of lack of
personal contact, so "we have to
have all these raunchy pressures
to force us to perform," said a
student in the audience at yesterday's Forum.
"This place is totally depersonalized. We are all human beings;
we need more personal contact,"
she said.
Social, intellectual, and academic pressures and demands motivate students, not .personal ambition inspired by communication
(Continued on page 8)
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Student-Lobby Plans Begin
with

.
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I then meandered over to the
game counter and asked the girl
whether any gambling went on
here. She became very intignant
and said, "No, no, no, there is
absolutely no gambling down
here."
At that moment, however, my
attention was caught by the jangling of quarters as a whole roll
fell off the table in front of me.
"I wouldn't leave my money lying
about like that," I said to the
player who was picking the coins
up•

'Pressured'?

..3 78, 7o9

$13.95-up

Blackjack's
Central Pawn
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Here's Farah styling, fit and feel combined with;· •· .,,
equally famous quality in their fresh new, subtle ·· ·
check of .65% Polyester, 35% Rayon. This·. ""
dressy fabnc is permanently pressed to "Never ·-- .:~:;
Need Ironing."
·

$900

200 Central S.E.
P.S. No l11<1ns made on dented
football helmets.
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Guns, Guns, Guns

~

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Bernalillo county State Representative J. M. "Mel" Enves is
currently working w i t h UNM
Student Senatot· Ron Curry on
guidelines for the creation of a
student lobby at the state legisla·
ture in Santa l~e •.
Eaves, Senator William Sego,
and State Representative Thomas
W. Hoover discussed with student senators last week the advantages and problems involved
in forming a student lobby.
"All three representatives are
enthusiastic about the student
lobby," Curry snid, "but Mel
Eaves, an undergraduate student
nt UNM, is especially interested.
Eaves recommended that if the
lobby was to be a statewide effort
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of all colleges in New Mexico, we
will have to start writing letters
to the schools before Nov. 15."
Meeting Suggested
Representative Hoover suggest·
ed that students meet with Bernalillo county legislators to become familiar with the lobbying
process, and also to determine
top priorities of interest if a lobby was started, Curry said.
Curry' said Eaves indicated that
Bernalillo c o u n t y legislators
"would be happy to conduct classes for interested student to orient
them on the state legislature so
that we would be able to fit into
the mechanics of the thing."
Limit to 6 Students
Eaves recon1mended ·that the
lobby be limited to six students,

possibly three from UNM and
three from New Mexico State
U~versity. The recommendation
came after UNM Administrative
Vice-President Sherman E. Smith
noted that a large lobby could
have communications problems,
Curry said.
A suggestion that the UNM
delegation consist of one student
from Bernalillo county, one from
the northern part of the state,
and one from southern New Mexico was presented to Curry by
Eaves.
Bill Introduced
"This idea was aimed at impressing legislators that the student lobby was not strictly a
community college effort," Curry
said.

,. ,- t

Dr. Fred W. Langner, psychiatrist, of
· Albuquerque's Langner Clinic, spoke on
"Life in the Pressure Cooker" at yesterday's
meeting of The Forum in the Union Ballroom. Langner, one of five panelists, dis·
• cussed students' mental and emotional
health under the pressures of life in higher
education institutions. Other panelists were
Dr. WilliamS. Curran, assistant dean.of the
UNM School of Medicine; Dr. Ferrel Heady,
academic vice-president; Dr. Joseph Has, sett of the philosophy department; and Dr.
David M. Johnson of the English department. Moderator for The Forum was Perky
Perkins, president of the organization.
About 50 people attended the discussion,
,the first of several planned this year•
(Photo by Pawley),
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